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ABSTRACT
Per-node memory capacity limits the maximal problem size of HPC
applications. Naïve data compression alleviates the memory impact,
but requires full decompression before the data is accessed. ZFP
compressed arrays reduce the memory footprint, by independently
compressing data in fixed sized blocks. Thus, decompressing in-
dividual blocks and caching them enables random access and a
reduction in decompressions on the critical path. The performance
of ZFP compressed arrays is dependent on several key variables:
software cache size, cache policy, and compression rate. In this
poster, we explore the sensitivity of these ZFP parameters on run-
time performance for the matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm.
Results show that selection of cache size, policy, and rate yields 8%
performance improvement over the default ZFP configuration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasing the maximal problem size of HPC applications is lim-
ited by per-node memory availability. Data compression reduces
the memory footprint occupied by HPC applications, but requires
full decompression to access the data. Compressed arrays allow
partial decompression of compressed data, requiring only the de-
compression of accessed elements. We study ZFP lossy-compressed
arrays [1] because they are the current state-of-the-art and are
backed by a software cache designed to reduce the occurrence of
compression and decompression operations on the critical path.
Our STREAM [2] results (shown on poster) yield a 0.01 speedup
when using ZFP arrays over C arrays, providing motivation for this
study. This poster analyzes the performance of ZFP compressed ar-
rays on sequential standard and tiled Matrix-Matrix Multiplication
(MMM). This poster makes the following contributions:
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• Looks at how the performance changes in response to vari-
ations in ZFP rate, software cache size, and software cache
policy.

• Achieves a performance improvement of 8% using optimal
cache size selection for Matrix-Matrix Multiplication.

• Identifies the optimal configuration for Matrix-Matrix Mul-
tiplication and Tiled Matrix-Matrix Multiplication.

2 ZFP COMPRESSED ARRAYS
Lossy compressed arrays are a d-dimensional data structure that
uses lossy compression to reduce the memory footprint, while
still supporting random access. ZFP compressed arrays [1] are the
current state of the art lossy compressed array. ZFP arrays utilize
fixed-rate blocking in order to support read and write random ac-
cess. In order to maximize reuse of decompressed elements, ZFP
utilizes a user-configurable software cache. The software cache can
be initialized to a user specified size and is configured as a direct-
mapped cache, a two-way skew-associative cache, or a two-way
skew-associative cache with a simple hash function. When unspeci-
fied, the cache algorithm defaults to a direct-mapped cache that fits
two layers of decompressed blocks. The cache size is specified in
bytes and must be greater than or equal to the size of one 4d block.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Testing Methodology
We run our experiments on Clemson University’s Palmetto Cluster.
The nodes we use have Intel XeonGold 6148 CPUs. The experiments
we run are STREAM Version 5.1.0 [2] and standard and 32 × 32
tiled matrix-matrix multiplication (MMM). All experiments are run
using C++ ZFP lossy compressed arrays and are compiled using
GCC 4.8.1. The experiments consist of parameter sweeps on a 4GB
stream of doubles and nxn matrices of size n = 256, 384, 512, 1024.
The parameters varied are cache size, cache policy, and ZFP rate.

3.2 Impact of Software Cache Size
To study the impact of cache size on MMM performance, we run
a paramater sweep across ZFP rates 4, 8, 16, 32 and cache sizes
between 28 and 216 on standard and 32 × 32 tiled MMM using
2d ZFP arrays as matrices. Figure 1 shows the performance of
standard MMM with matrices of size 1024 × 1024 for each specified
rate and cache size, where the default cache size for this problem
is represented as the black dashed line. Figure 1 shows that an
8% improvement in performance is achieved by selecting a 20kB
cache over the default 32kB cache for this problem. Figure 2 shows
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Figure 1: Standard Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Perfor-
mance in response to changes in cache size.
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Figure 2: 32x32 Tiled Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Perfor-
mance in response to changes in cache size.

this data for the tiled MMM problem, where performance is up to
82.3 MegaFlop/s once the cache size exceeds the tile size, a 90%
improvement over the peak standard MMM performance. For both
of these problems, the smallest values for rate perform the best,
indicating that reducing the rate improves performance. These
results show that 20kB is the optimal cache size for 1024 × 1024
sequential MMM and the tile size is the optimal cache size for tiled
MMM.

3.3 Impact of Software Cache Policy
We examine the impact of cache policy on MMM performance
by running parameter sweeps on standard and tiled MMM for
nxn matrices of size n = 256, 384, 512, 1024; rates 4, 8, 16, 32; the
default cache size; and each cache policy: direct-mapped, two-way
skew-associative, and two-way skew-associative with simple hash.
Figure 3 shows the speedup for each rate and matrix size using a
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Figure 3: Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Speedup using Two-
way Skew Associative Cache

two-way skew-associative cache over the default, direct-mapped,
cache. This figure shows universal slowdown using a two-way
skew-associative cache for all matrix sizes and rates other than rate
16, which provides negligible speedup for matrix sizes 384 × 384
and 512 × 512. These results show that the direct-mapped cache
is the optimal cache policy for sequential MMM and tiled MMM
(shown on poster).

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This poster shows the performance variability of MMM using ZFP
arrays in response to change in rate, cache size, and cache policy. In
most cases, smaller rates yield better performance, cache size selec-
tion is dependent on problem and tile size, and the direct-mapped
cache performs the best. For MMM with 1024 × 1024 matrices and
a rate of 4, we achieve an 8% speedup by selecting 20kB cache
over the default 32kB. We show that tiling performs better than
standard MMM, but performance does not improve once the cache
size exceeds the tile size. Finally, we show that the default cache
policy performs better than the two-way skew associative cache for
this problem. We will explore why this is true, and what problems
perform best with alternative configurations in future work.
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